Daily French
Complete beginner (A0-A1.1)
Collective (15 people maximum on site) or individual classes

Get the necessary basics in the usual interactions.
Purposes

Method and means

- Communicate very simply while speaking and writing.
- Manage usual structures and expressions.
- Mention daily subjects.

- Method based on action.
- Mediums adapted to your needs.
- Educational platform on line.

Contents
Contents are adapted to the participant's needs, rythm and starting level.
-

To know how to present yourself
(ex : greetings, simple questions, informations about yourself)
To speak about your tastes and hobbies
(ex: creative activities, sports, habits, desires)
To describe a place
(ex: to situate, to ask a way, to make a simple description)
To arrange an appointment
(ex: with a doctor, at school, to undestand dates and times, etc.)
To understand simple informations (ex: announcements, orders, times)
To write numeral informations
(ex: numbers, dates, prices)
To write simple documents
(ex: forms, memos, sms, etc.)
To express a need
(ex: in a restaurant, an administration, at the doctor's, etc.)

Knowledges assessment
1
2
3

During the training, tests on specific points approached in class.
At the end of the training, a final test to assess your progress.
If the participant wants, he / she can integrate au “FLE au quotidien – débutant”.
Some trip costs are applied in addition if the training place is 15 km away from Strasbourg.

And after?
You can integrate a course of « FLE au quotidien », beginner level or enter a « FLE à visée professionnelle » session.

Disable people welcoming
The Apostrophe FLE site is not adapted to physically disable people: we could rent other locales adapted if needed.
Please contact us.
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